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A necessary and sufficient condition is given under which a finite prefix 
code A (d _C X*) is maximal. This condition, which does not hold in general 
for infinite rational prefix codes, is derived from a main theorem obtained by 
means of a combinatorial method consisting of the construction for any prefix 
code and word f~ X* of a suitable sequence of conjugate words off. Further, 
some auxiliary results and consequences of the theorem are shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the work of Shannon on variable length codes (or simply codes') in the 
context of information theory, some families of codes and the monoids generated 
by them, which have a great importance both from the information-theoretic 
and the algebraic point of view, have been introduced and their mathematical 
properties extensively studied. Many results of considerable interest have been 
obtained in the last 20 years by Schiitzenberger and his school by making use 
of the powerful techniques of semigroup theory in the analysis of the algebraic 
structure of the syntactic monoids which can be associated to the codes of the 
previous families) 
A great deal of work has been done especially on the class of prefix codes (or 
instantaneous codes in the terminology of information theory) and on suitable 
subclasses of them as, for instance, biprefix codes. 2
In this paper we consider only prefix codes. A main theorem (see Theorem 3.1) 
is proved by means of a combinatorial tool consisting of the construction for each 
prefix code A (A C X*) and any element f of X* of a suitable sequence of con- 
jugate elements off. From this theorem one can derive an algebraic haracterizat- 
1 An excellent review and an extensive bibliography on recent progress in the theory 
of variable length codes can be found in Perrot (1977). 
2 Classical results on prefix codes can be found in Schtitzenberger (1961, 1964, 1965b). 
For further developments of the theory and a bibliography see Perrin and Perrot (1969) 
and Perrot (1972, 1977). As regards biprefix codes, besides the basic paper by Schiitzen- 
berger (1961), important recent contributions have been given by Cesari (1972) and 
Perrin (1975). 
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tion of the finite maximal prefix codes which does not hold, in general, for 
rational (=  recognizable) nonfinite prefix codes. Finally some implications of  
the previous theorem in the case of finite biprefix codes and auxiliary results 
are derived. 
2. NOTATION AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
In the following N denotes the set of nonnegative integers and X a finite set 
(or alphabet). X* is the free monoid generated by X, 1 its unit element, and 
X + := X*\{1} = XX*. The length of an element (or word) rex*  is denoted 
by I f t  and the set of all its left (resp. right) factors, or divisors, by L( f )  (resp. 
R(f)). 
A word f  e X + is called primitive when for all g e X* and p e N i f f  ~: g then 
f :/: g~. It is well known (Lentin and Schiitzenberger, 1967) that for any fe  X + 
there is a unique primitive word, which is often denoted by fl/~ and called root 
off,  and a unique integerp >/ 1 such that f  = (fl/2)~. 
I f  A, B are subsets of X*, ./t -- B, AB denote their join and product, A-1B, 
BA -1 the subsets of X* defined as: z 
A-1B:={f~X* IA fnB@ ~}, BA -1 :={f~X*L fAnB~-  ~}, 
A* the submonoid of X* generated by A and A+ := A*\{1}. 
A nonempty subset A of X* is a code if it is a base of a free submonoid A* of 
X*. I f  A is a code and u E A* we denote by I1 u II (length of u relative to A) the 
unique integer k ~ N such that u ~ AL If A is finite l(A) will denote the greatest 
of the lengths of its elements. 
I f  A is any code one can define in A* (Lentin and Schiitzenberger, 1967) the 
equivalence relation ~'~A (A-conjugacy)defined for all f, g ~A* as f~'~Ag if 
there exist words h, h' c A* such that f  = kh' and g = h'h. When A = X two 
X-conjugate words are simply called conjugate. 
A nonempty subset A of X + is a prefix code if 
A n AX + = ¢~, (2.1) 
i.e., no word of A is a proper left factor of any other word of A. The free sub- 
monoid M -~ A* of X* satisfies the important property (left unitarity) M-1M = 
M, that is for all u, v ~ X*, u*" ~ M and u c M imply v ~ 3I. Such submonoids are 
the supports of the recurrent events in the sense of Feller (1968). 
A prefix code is maximal (as prefix code) if 
Vfe X*, fX* n A* =~ 2~, (2.2) 
See, for instance, Eilenberg (1974). 
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i.e., any word of X* either has a left factor in A or is a left factor of a 
word of A. 
A prefix code is called biprefix if its satisfies the symmetric equation of Eq. (2.1)" 
X+A~A = ~. 
3. A COMBINATORIAL THEOREM ON PREFIX CODES 
Let A be a prefix code. We denote by PA :=  X* \AX*  the set of all the words 
f of X* which have no left factor in A (i.e., L( f )  c~ A -- ~)  and by QA :=  
X* \A(X*)  -1 the set of all the words of X* which are not left factors of words 
of d .  
For any f~XX*  i L ( f ) t3A i  = 1, i.e., there is a unique element a~A 
such that f = a~ with ~: c X*. The residual ~ is the unique element of the set 
A- l{ f}  that we simply denote by a-~f. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be a prefix code. For any f~ X* we call f-sequence 
relative to A the following unique sequence of words {f i l i  ~ N} inductively 
defined as: 
)Co ~-f,  and for all 
fi+l = t if fi ~ IPA 
(a;lfi) a i with 
i t  N, 
(3.1) 
{ai} = L(fi) (3 A, otherwise. 
If A is a finite or, more generally, a recursive subset of X* then Eq. (3.1} 
gives a recursive schema (or algorithm) of construction for any fa  X* of the 
corresponding f-sequence. 
EXAMPL~ 3.1. Let X = {x,y} and A the prefix code A = {x ~, xy~,yxy, 
yx2y, yax2}. For f  - -  yx2yx ~ from Eq. (3.1) one has: 
f l  =- x3yx2y, f2 = xyx2y x2, f~ -- 1 for all n > 2. 
If f = x4y ~ then f l  ~ xZY ~x~, f2 ~- Y 2x4, f~ - x2y2x 2 = f l  , so that f~+l ~- f~+3 
for all n ~ N. 
For any f ~ X* we denote by mA(f) the quantity 
mA(f)  :=  min{jc~Vlf~+l = 1} 
where, conventionally, min ~ = +or .  From Definition 3.1 one has that for 
each nonnegative integer i less than mA(f)  
a i f i+ l  = f iai .  (3.2) 
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This implies that for all f~  X* any term different from 1 of the corresponding 
f-sequence relative to A is a conjugate word of the previous one and, therefore, 
off .  By means of Eq. (3.2) one derives that for any pair (m, n) of integers uch 
that 0 ~-~ m ~ n < mA(f)  
" ' "  = . - '  
(3 .3 )  
For any prefix code A let us denote by p(A) the set of all the words f ~ X* 
whose f-sequences, relative to A, have a term in PA and by pr(A) the set of all 
f~X*  whose f-sequences have a term in PA t3 QA. Obviously pr(A)CCp(A) 
and d + n p(A) = ;~. Moreover f c  pr(A) if and only if there exists an n a N 
such that d q- (f~} is a prefix code with f~ ~ A. For this reason whenf~ pr(A) 
we can also say that A q- {f} is "prefixable" (by means of the "f-sequence 
procedure"). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For all f ~ X +, f ~ p(A) iff mA(f)  ~- ] < + o0. Moreover 
if f~.X* n A = ;~ then f e pr(A). When A is finite and I f  1 >~ l(A) then f ~ p(A) 
iff f c pr(A). 
Proof. I f  mA(f )= j  < +o0 then by the definition of mA(f) one has 
f~cP~,  i.e., f~p(A) .  Vice versa if f~p(A) ,  then by definition there is an 
integer n ~ Nsuch thatf~ e PA. Thereforef~+l ~ 1 that implies m~(f)  < -k oo. 
In this casef~ ( j  = mA(f)) has no left factors in A. Moreover iff~.X* n A = 
thenf~ is not a left factor of any word of A. Hence A + {f~} is a prefix code with 
f~ ~ A, i.e.,f~ pr(A). Let now A be finite and ] f  l >~ l(A). We have to show that 
i f f~p(A)  then f~ pr(A). Since f~. e P~ and by Eq. (3.3) ]f~] = I f l  >~ l(A) it 
it follows thatf~-X* c~ A = ~ and thereforef~ pr(A). | 
Remark 1. Let us explicitly note that if A is a prefix code and f E X + then 
the condition f iX* n A = ;~ is automatically satisfied for all 0 ~ i < mA(f). 
A wordf  satisfying the previous condition for all i ~ N for which fi --A I, besides 
the obvious case in which A is finite and I f  I ~ / (A) ,  exists if there is a g ~ X + 
such that X*gX* n A ~ ~. It is then sufficient o assume f = g~. In fact in 
this case any conjugate word o f f  cannot be a left factor of any word of A, so 
that by Proposition 3.1 i f f~p(A)  then fe  pr(A). We recall that a word like g 
exists always if, for instance, A is rational as it has been proved by Shannon and 
Feller (see Schiitzenberger, 1965a). 
We now state a proposition the proof of which we omit since it is a straight- 
forward consequence of Definition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A be a prefix code. For all f e X*, k > O, and 
j e [0, mA(f)] one has (fk)j = (fj)~ and mA(f) ~ mA(f~). I f  A is finite and 
If} ~ l(A) then mA(f) = ma(f ~) and (f~)~ = (fg)~ for allj e 37. 
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THEOREM 3.1. 
only one of the following propositions i true: 
(P~) f~  pr(A), i.e., A + {f} is prefixable. 
(Pz) There exists a word u ~ A* such that 
Let A be a finite prefix code and f ~ X*X  z(A~. Then one and 
f+u c~ uA + # ;j. (3.4) 
Proof. Let us consider, relative to the finite prefix code A, for each f~ X* 
whose length l f l  >~ l(A) the corresponding f-sequence as defined by Eq. (3.1). 
For all i, 0 ~< i < ran(f), f~+l is a conjugate word off.  Since the number of all 
distinct conjugate words o f f  ~ X + (including f itself) is exactly given by I f~/~ I
then either a j~N,  0 ~ j  < Ifl/21 exists such that f J~PA and f~ =/= 1 or, 
alternatively, a pair (m, n) of integers exists such that 0 ~ m < n ~ 1fl/2 [ and 
f~=L#l .  
In the first case mA(f) ~ j SO thatfi. ~ A and d q- {fj} is a prefix code. In the 
second case f~ = f ,  =/= 1 entails fm+~ = f~+~ ~ 1 for all q c N and, therefore, 
mA(f) = + oO. From Eq. (3.3) setting u :=  a 0 "" am-1 (if m = 0 then u = 1) 
and v :=  am "" an_ t one gets the following pair of equations in the free monoid 
X*: 
ufm = fu, 
(3.5) 
with u e A*, v e A +, ]] u ]l = m < [fl/a I, l] v IF ~ j f i /a [, showing that fm is a 
conjugate word o f f  which is permutable with v ~ A +. The solution of Eq. (3.5)2 
is, as is well known (Lentin and Schiitzenberger, 1967): 
f~ = w h, v = w k, with w ~ X+ and h, k > O. 
Thus fro k =- v ~ ~ A +. Moreover from Eq. (3.5)1 one derives: 
f~u = Ufm ~ -= UV ~', (3.6) 
that implies f+u ~ uA ÷ ~ ~.  
To complete the proof of the theorem we have to show that i f f  is any word 
of X*X ~a) for which there exists a u ~ A* such that f+u r3 uA + :fi 25 then 
proposition (P1) is false. 
From the equation f+u c~ uA+ # ~ it follows that there must exist a v a A + 
and a h > 0 such that fku  = uv. Let u = b o "-- bin_l, v = b m "" b~_ 1 with 
m < n and bj ~ A , j  E [0, n --  1]. The equation f~u ~ uv can then be rewritten 
as" 
f%o "'" bm-1 = bo "'" bm-lbm "'" b~-I • 
643[37]3-3 
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Since I bo i ~< If[  by the Lemma of Levi b o is the left divisor of f in  A, i.e., 
{bo} : L(f) n A. Setting f ----- bo~, with ~ s X*, and substituting bo~ for f in 
the above equation, one gets: 
(A)~b~ ''" b,,_l = b l " "  b,_~, 
where f l  = ~bo according to Definition 3.1. In a similar way it follows that 
b 1 .... , b~_ x are just the left divisors off1 ,...,f,~-i n A, i.e., {b~} =L0~ ) n A 
(i = 1,..., m -- 1). Thus one derives: 
(f~)~ = ( f% = b~.. .  6,_1, 
so that (cf. Proposition 3.2) {b~} ----- Z [(fe)~] n A = L(f~) n A for j e [m, n -- 1] 
and 
( f% = ( f% = (f~)~ = (f.)~. 
This last equation, since [f~l = l fn 1, entails fn = f~ with m < n. Hence an 
integer i ~ N such that J~ a PA cannot exist. I[ 
Let us now define for any prefix code A the set: 
q(A) :---- {rEx*  l Vu ~A* f+u n uA+ = ~}. (3.7) 
Since propositions (P1) and (P2) of Theorem 3.1 are mutually exclusive one has 
that if A is finite and t f l  ~> l(A) thenf~ pr(A) i f f f~ q(A). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a finite prefix code and f any word of X* such that 
f ¢ A and I f  I >~ I(A), I f  A + {f} is a code then A + {f} is prefixable. 
Proof. If A + {f} is a code and f6  A Eq. (3.4) in the proposition (P2) of 
Theorem 3.1 cannot be satisfied by any u E A* so thatf  ~ q(A). Since I f i >/l(A) 
thenf~pr(A),  i.e., A + {f} is prefixable. | 
We explicitly note that there are many examples of prefix codes A and words 
fsuch that A + {f} are not codes andf~ pr(A). 
A generalization f Theorem 3.1 to the case of any prefix code A is obtained 
in the following way. Let f  be any word of X* and Ais I denote the subset of A 
defined as: 
Alsl := {a~A l }aJ <~ }f]}. 
If AIsi -~ 2~ then f~p(A).  Supposing Ais I ~ 2~ we construct, according to 
Definition 3.1, the f-sequence relative to A which is identical to those relative 
to the finite prefix code Als I . Since If[ /> l(Aisl) and by Proposition 3.1 
f~ pr(AIsl) entailsf~p(A), from Theorem 3.1 one derives: 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a prefix code and f any word of X*. Then one and only 
one of the two following propositions i  true: 
(Q1) fep(A); 
(Q2) there exists a word u ~ A)f  such that 
f+u n uA~ ~ ~. (3.8) 
We observe that Theorem 3.1 can be considered a corollary of the previous 
one since if I l l  ~> l(A) then Ali I = A and from Proposition 3.1 fep(A)  iff 
fe  pr(A). In the general case i f fe  2(* is such thatfi-X* n A = ;~ wi th j  = mA(f), 
then from Proposition 3.1 proposition (Q1) of Theorem 3.2 implies fepr(A) ,  
i.e., A @ {fj} is a prefix code withf~ 6 A. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  A is a nonmaximal prefix code and f any word of X + such 
that fX*  n A* -~ ~ then A + {f} is prefixable. 
Proof. The made hypotheses entail that proposition (Q2) of Theorem 3.2 
can never be verified so that Q1 is true, i.e., f~p(A) .  From Proposition 3~1 
mA(f) = j << -}-CO and from Eq. (3.3) uf~ = fu with u ~ A*. Thus one has 
f jX* n A =- 2J since, otherwise, one would obtain fX*n  A* @ ~, i.e., a 
contradiction. Hence by making use ofProposition 3.1, it follows that f ~ pr(A). I 
Remark 2. Let us note that all considerations that we made in this section on 
prefix codes can, symmetrically, be done on suffix codes A ( A C)2+, X+A n A = 2J ) 
by means of an obvious change in definitions and theorems. 
I f  A is a suffix code and f ~ X* the f-sequence relative to A is defined as the 
unique sequence of words {f~ 1 i e N-} such that f0 ~ f and, for all i ~ N, 
fi+l = 1 if fi E X*\X*A,  
-= (aift) a-[ 1 with {ai} = R(fi) n ~1, otherwise. 
Propositions (P1) and (Pc) of the main Theorem 3.1 become, respectively: 
(P'I) There exists an n e Nsuch  that A + {f~} is a suffix code withfi~ 6 A. 
(P'e) There exists a word u e A* such that: 
uf + n A+u ~ ;~. 
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF FINITE MAXIMAL PREFIX CODES 
In  this section we analyze some consequences of Theorem 3.1, mainly in the 
ease of finite and maximal prefix codes. We reach, then, a characterization of
these codes (cf. Theorem 4.1) that does not hold, in general, for rational prefix 
codes (cf. Example 4.2). 
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We begin to reconsider proposition (Pz) of Theorem 3.1 giving an equivalent 
formulation of it that will be useful in the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a finite prefix code and f any word of X* whose length 
If{ ~ l(A). One has that f 6 pr(J/) if and only if the following proposition is true: 
(R) There exist an integer k G AF and words u ~ A*, v G A + such that 
i ~ k ~ l(A), iI u{I < I f  :/~ I, llvll ~ I f  :/2 I, and (f:/2)ku = uv. 
Proof. (+-) I f  proposition (R) is true since f = (fl/z)u for a suitable (and 
unique) integer h /> /, then from the equation (f:/2)~u = uv one hasf~u = uv l~ 
so that proposition (P~) of Theorem 3.1 is verified, that impl iesf  ¢ pr(A). 
(--+) I f  f ¢ pr(A), following the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.1, there 
exist words u G A*, v G A + such that I] u ]1 < I f  i/~ [, ]J v I] ~ ]f:/2 I, and uf~ ~-fu, 
vf~ = f~v with m = ]1 u ][ (cf. Eq. (3.5)). From the first equation one has that 
fm is a conjugate word of f so that there is a unique integer h >/1 such that 
f=  (f:/z)~, fm= [(f:/~),]~, where (f:/~), denotes a primitive word of X+ 
which is a conjugate of the root off.  From the second equation one gets: 
f,~ = [(fl/~),]~, v = [(f:/~)']~, k >/1.  
Hence  
k}(f: /2) ' l  = k [ f:/21 = I v l ~ = llv IJ l(A) <~ [ fa/~ l(A), 
that entails 1 <~ k <~ l(A). I f f~  = f then f:/2 = (fa/2), and v = (fa/2)k. Thus 
proposition (R) is true (in this case u = 1). I f f~  v~ f then by making use of a 
result of Lentin and Schiitzenberger (1967), there is a unique pair A,/~ G X* such 
that f l /2 = h/~, (f:/2), ~ i~h. Moreover u = h(t~h)" for a suitable n G N. There- 
fore from the equation f:/2h = h(f:/~) ' one gets (f:/~)~h = ;~ [(fa/~),]~ = hv 
and (fl/~)~u = (fl/2)~A(t*A)" = A [(fl/2),]~+, = uv. I 
For any f~ X* we denote by ka(f)  the minimal integer k >~ 1 for which 
proposition (R) of the above lemma is true if there exists such an integer, + oo 
otherwise. From Lemma 4.1 i f f  ~ X*X z~A) thenf  6 pr(A) iff kA(f) < + oo. 
Remark 3. Let us observe that if proposition (R) of Lemma 4.1 is true the 
equation (f:/~)ku = uv gives rise to the following diophantine quation in the 
lengths: 
ff 
k lfa/~ l = iv [ = Z ni [ai[ ,  (4.1) 
i=: 
where q is the cardinality of A, ~ ..... % are the code words of A, and n i (i = 
1,..., q) denote the number of occurrences of eq (i = 1,..., q) in the word v e A +. 
Since Eq. (4.1) has a solution in the integers n: ..... nq then the greates} common 
divisor d of the lengths of the words of A must divide k {f*/~ {. In particular 
when d and [f~/= [ are relatively primes then d has to divide kA(f). 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a finite code. A is a maximal prefix code if and only 
i f  for any f E X*  there exist an integer k ~ N and a word u E A*  such that 1 <~ k <~ 
l(A) and 
f~u n uA* =/= 2~. (4.2) 
Proof. (+-) Equation (4.2) shows that A is a code complete at right, i.e., 
Eq. (2.2) is verified. Since A is finite it will be a maximal prefix code (cf. Eilenberg, 
p. 96). 
(--*) Let us first suppose f = 1. In this case Eq. (4.2) is trivially verified 
(one can assume k = 1 and u = 1). I f fEX  +, since A is finite, there exists an 
integer p ) 1 such that ]f~ I ) l(A). A being a maximal prefix codef  ~ 6 pr(A). 
Thus f rom Lemma 4.1 one has, since (f~)~/~ = fl/2, that there exist an integer 
k~N and words uEA* ,  vEX + such that 1 ~k<~l (d) ,  HuH < If l/2[, 
ilvll <~ I f~/~l, and (fl/2)ku = uv. This last equation implies that 
f~unuA*  ~ ~. | 
Let us denote by ka the maximal value of kA(f) fo r f~ X*. From Theorem 4.1 
one has 1 ~ k A ~ l(A). The upper bound l(_d) to the value of k a is optimal as 
the following example, suggested to me by Perrin, shows. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the maximal prefix code A ~- {x 2, xyx, xy 2, yx 2, yxy, 
y~}, and take f = xy. One has f8 e A* (in this case u = 1) and, as it is easy 
to verify, f lu  ~ uA* (i - -  1, 2) for any u e A*, so that ka = l(A) ~ 3. 
Remark 4. The relevance of the combinatorial technique introduced in the 
previous ection for the proof of Theorem 4.1 lies mainly in the upper bound l(d) 
to the value of ha • In fact, as noted by Perrin (private communication), when 
A is a finite and maximal prefix code the existence, for any f~ X* of a word 
u e A* for whichf+u r3 uA* ~ 2~, can be also proved directly in the following 
algebraic manner. 
Let --~ denote the Nerode equivalence relative to d*.  Since A* is rational, 
is of a finite index I so that for each f e X* a pair (i, j) of integers exists such that 
1 ~<i<j~<I+l  and f~_=f J .  This implies f i_~fi+~.~ with r~N and 
p = j - -  i. Moreover, since A is maximal, a word h e X* exists such thatf ih ~ A*  
and, consequently, f i+~h ~ A* (r ~ N). I f  r is so large that rp >/ l (A)  then 
there exist hi ,  h2 ~ X*  for which f~ = hlh2, f ih  1 = u e A*, and h~h ~ A*. 
As f i  = f i+~ then fi+~fh I e A*  which entails: 
f~u  =fihl(h2h~) =u(h2h~) ~A*.  
Hence it follows, since d is prefix, that h2h 1 ~ A*  andf+u n uA* =/- ~.  
The maximality condition (4.2) for a finite prefix code does no longer hold, 
in general, when A is an infinite prefix code even if one makes the hypothesis 
that X is rational. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the rational and maximal prefix code A ~ x*y with 
x, y c X and x ~ y, and take f = x. For each n >~ 1 a word u E A* such that 
xnu c~ uA* ~ ~ does not exist. In fact, otherwise, since any u ~ A* can be 
written as u = xeyu ' with k e N and u' ~ A*, one would obtain: 
xn+~yu ' = x~yu'v, with v E A +. 
This equation implies n = 0, that is, a contradiction. 
A characterization of maximal rational prefix codes is given by the following 
theorem, a simple proof of which, easily obtained by the usual algebraic tech- 
niques, is reported below. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a rational code. A is a maximal prefix code if  and only 
i f  the following proposition is verified: 
For all f s  X*  there exists a k ~ N such that fkA*  n:A*  va N and 
1 <~ k ~ I, where I is the index of the Nerode equivalence r lative to A*. 
Pro@ (~--) Since A is a rational code complete at righ t then A is a maximal 
prefix code (cf. Eilenberg, 1974). 
(--+) I f  A is rational then A* is rational too, so that the Ner0de equivalence 
relative to A*, if of finite index I. Therefore for any f~ X* a pair (i, j)  of 
integers will exist such that 1 ~ i < j ~ I + 1 and f i  _~ ft .  Since A is a 
maximal prefix code then there exists an h ~ X*  such that f ib  = u ~ A*. Hence, 
being --~ right invariant,fJh = f f - iu  =-- u. Setting k = j - -  i one derivesfku ~ A* 
w i th l  ~<k~<I .  | 
Remark 5. A classical result of Schiitzenberger (cf. Schiitzenberger, 1966) 
states that any finite code that is maximal (as code) is either prefix or, alternatively, 
has an infinite deciphering delay (from left to right). We recall that a subset A 
of X + is a code having a finite deciphering delay (from left to right) if and only 
if there exists an integer d ~ N sucll that if a c A a and a 1 , a 1' c A one has 
alaX* c~ al 'A* =# ~ -+ a 1 -~ al'. 
From Theorem 4.1 it follows that a finite code which is maximal (as code) 
has an infinite deciphering delay if and only if there exists a word f~ X* such 
that for all u ff A* 
f+u (~ uA* = ~.  
Let us now make the hypothesis that the code A ispure, 4 i.e., 
Vf~X+ f~A*- - -~ f l /2~A *. 
4 A characterization f finite "pure" codes in terms of "aperiodic languages" has been 
given by Restivo (1973). Moreover this author has introduced the important subclass of 
"very pure" codes showing that a finite code has a finite "synchronization delay" if and 
only if it is very pure (Restivo, 1975). 
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A straightforward consequence of Lemma 4.1 is then the following proposition, 
the proof of which we omit. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a finite pure prefix code. I f  f ~ X*X  t~A~ then 
f~  pr(A) iff kA(f) = 1. 
5. TI~E CASE OF BIPREFIX CODES 
In this section we consider prefix codes A which are hiprefix, i.e., X+A t3 A = 
;~. In this case for a t l f~  X* any te rmf i ,  0 ~ i < mA(f), of the corresponding 
f-sequence relative to A is uniquely determined by the next. In fact for any pair 
of words f, g ~ X* , f  v a g such thatL( f )  c3 A = {a}, L(g) c3 A = {b} if (a-lf)a = 
(b-~g)b then, since A is biprefix, one would obtain a = b and f = g, that is 
a contradiction. For this reason if f~  X* and f~p(A)  (i.e., m,~(f) = @ oo) an 
integer n ~ [fl/~ [ has to exist such thatf~ --~ fo = f- 
Lemma 4.1 becomes in the case of biprefix codes: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a finite biprefix code and f any word of X*X  lIAr. One 
has that f • pr(A) i f  and only if  the following proposition is true: 
There exist an integer k ~ 2V and a wordy ~ A + such that 1 <~ k <~ l(A), 
[] v l] <~ ] f:/~ [, and (fl/~)~ = v ~ A+. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1 if f~X*X ~(AI and f6pr (A  then, since A is 
biprefix, proposition (R) becomes (fl/2)k ~ v ~ A ÷ with [J v H <~ F f~/2[ (in 
this case u = 1). | 
Let us now suppose that A is a finite biprefix code which is maximal as prefix 
code. From Theorem 4.1 one derives: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a finite code. A is a biprefix code maximal as prefix 
code (or as suffix code) i f  and only if  for any f ~ X*  there exists a k E 2v r such that 
1 <~ k <~ l(A) andfkc  A*. 
Proof. (--~) It is an obvious consequence of Theorem 4.1 since A is maximal 
as a prefix code and the monoid A* is right unitary. (When A is maximal as a 
suffix code a similar proof can be done by using proposition (P2') of Remark 2.) 
(~--) When A is finite if for all f~  X* there exists an integer k, k >/ 1, 
such that fk  ~ A* then the monoid A* is left and right unitary (cf. Eilenberg, 
1974) so that A is a biprefix code which is maximal as a prefix code (and as a 
suffix code). | 
Remark 6. Let us note that in the case of maximal finite biprefix codes the 
upper bound l(A) to the value of kA is not optimal. In fact a theorem of 
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Schfitzenberger (1961) shows that a rational code A is a maximal biprefix code 
if and only if its average length A(A) is an integer equal to the degree d(A) of the 
group of permutations which faithfully represents he structure group G(A) of 
the minimal ideal of the syntactic monoid of A* (Perrot, 1972; Perrin, 1975). 
From this basic result it has been easily derived that when A is afinite maximal 
biprefix code, then 1 <~ kA ~ A(A) ~ l(A). The value of ~(A) can be less than 
the maximal ength I(A), as in the example A ~ {x 3, x~yx, xZy ~, xy, yx 2, (yx) 2, 
yxy ~, y2x, ya} in which l(A) = 4 and ;~(A) = 3. 
A generalization of Theorem 5.1 to the case of rational codes is given by the 
following theorem of Schiitzenberger (1961) which can be easily derived as a 
corollary of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a rational code. A is a tn'prefix code maximal as prefix 
code (or as suffix code) if and only if the following proposition is true: 
For any f ~ X* there exists a h e N such that f~ ~ A * and 1 ~ k <~ L 
where I is the index of the Nerode equivalence r lative to ~1". 
I f  A is a finite biprefix code let us consider the set ~ of all the words f ~ pr(A) 
whose length is greater than or equal to l(A). This set is given by 
a = X*X  ~(m n q(A)i 
where q(A) defined by Eq. (3.7) in the case of A biprefix simply becomes: 
q(A) = { f~X*  I f+nA*  = ~}. 
When A is maximal (as a prefix code) then c~ = ~. We want now to show 
that in any case u is a rational subset of X*. To this end we premise the following 
general lemma. 
LEMm 5.2. For any pair B, C of subsets of X* if D is a rationalsubset of X*, 
then so will be the set fi defined as: 
{3={feX* lB f  +CnD= ~}. 
Proof. We shall prove that the complement/~ of 13 is rational. Since by hypo- 
thesis D is rational then D = Dee -1 where a~ -1 is a congruence in X* of finite 
index. As a consequence one has: 
&a -1 C_ {re X* I Ba(fa) +Ca n Da ~ ~} C_ ~, 
so that/~, and therefore/3, is rational. Moreover one derives that the syntactic 
congruence of D is less than or equal to (in the lattice of congruences) the syn- 
tactic congruence of ft. ! 
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PROPOSITIO~ 5.1. I f  A is a finite biprefix code then the set c~ ~ X*X  ~A~ c~ q(A) 
is rational subset of X*.  
Proof. From the previous lemma assuming B • C = {1} and D = A*  one 
derives that q(A), and therefore ~, are rational subsets of X*.  | 
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